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- Fire Destroys GSU Student's Home 
Mark Grafman, a GSU student wbo 
works at the daycare center is looking for 
a two bedroom apartment. 'lbe bouse in 
which his present apartment is located on 
Rural Route 2, Beecher, lliinois in Crete 
Township was destroyed by fire on 
February 7. Grafman told tbe Innovator 
that the ftre wbicb started around 4 pm 
destroyed most G tbe building. 
The cause of tbe blaze is unknown 
although it probably started in Grafman's 
apartment. What's pmling, he said, is tbe 
fact Uuit he had not been in his apartment 
for several days because the water pipes 
were frozen. 
The building is owned by Clara 
Krygsheld and property insurance will 
cover the damages. Luckily, Grafman 
explained, although his clothes were 
ruined, he had taken his stereo out of the 
apartment a week earlier. Asked what he 
thought when he fli'St saw his apartment 
he said, "WeD, have you ever seen a 
refrigerator that's completely melted!" 
Howard University Communications Conference 
by Norma Allu 
Howard University. school of Com­
munications held its sixth annual Com­
munications Conference in Washington 
D.C. February 17-� at the Mayflower 
Hotel. The theme of this year's conference 
was Retrospection/Projection: How far 
have-we come? -Where are we going? Ob­
jectives of the conference were: 
- to enlighten participants about the 
realities of the communications industry 
-past, present, and future; 
- to emphasize the role of com-
munications in spotlighting the problems 
we face today and in achieving solutions to The conference featured workshops, 
tboseproblems; panel discussions, seminars and Job in­
-to exchange information on new com- terviews with such companies as: Burson­
municatioos technology and its ap- MarsteUer, Public Relations/Public Af. 
plication; fairs, C & P Telephone Company, Ca'pital 
-to bring together communications ex, Cities Communications, Inc., Chilton Com-
perts in Ol'der to promote greater insight pany, General Electric, Susqtlehanna 
into this critical areaof our lives; Broadcasting Company, W.B. Dooner & 
-to prepare students for meaningful in- Company Advertising Agency. in addit� 
pu inlo thecommunicationsindustry; to The Washington Post Company. 
-to provide job interviews for the en- WTOP/WTOP-TV • Post N�sweek 
try-level, mid and upper level positions in Stations. 
· 
the industry. Conference staff included Ms. Peggy 
Pinn, conference coordinator of the 
Howard University Scbool of Com­
munications, Mr. Jerome Robinson. 
Assistant conference coordinator and Mr. 
Mohammed Jahed, Department of Jour­
nalism, Howard University, School of 
Communications. Lionel C. Barrow, Jr .. is 
the presiding Dean, School of Com­
munications. 
eonUnued on page 3 
Vernon Jarret in far right among other principal speakers at the Frederick Douglass Lunch. 
------- -----------------.------------ --- ---. 
Third World Workshop Vice P�es. Academic 
Affai rs Souaht The College of Cultural Studies of Gover­nors State University in conju.nction with the Third World Workshop Committee, is 
presenting the Third Annual Third World 
Workshop on March 19 and 20, at GSU. The 
theme for the workshop will be "New Pro­
blems and Dimensions in the Third 
World." The workshop may be taken for 
eredit by those students who are eligible 
for admission to GSU < 60  semester hours 
of undergraduate credit or a Bachelors 
Degree from an accredited college>. 
Search 
Committee 
The Search Committee for the Vice 
President for Academic Mfairs meets the 
first and third Tuesdays of each month at 
IO::JO a.m. We have completed the 
following tasks: 
1. Placed add in appropriate journals 
and sent brochures to leading colleges, 
universities. and learned societies. 
2. Established an initial screening com­
mittee of Roy Cogdell and Virginio Piucci 
to review all credentials based on criteria 
developed by Warrick Carter. Jo Ann 
Hollowell. and Albert Martin, members of 
a sub<:ommittee. 
3. Developed the following timetable: 
January 15 - Announcement 
January and February - Receipt of Ap­
plications. Develop Process 
1\larch 15 - Closing Date. Reopen if 
Necessary 
March 22- Process Applications 
April 15 - Select Ten Candidates, In­
terview of About Five Candidates 
May 13 - Three to Five Candidates to be 
Recommended to the President 
4. Elected Roy Cogdell to serve as the 
Chairperson to replace Clara Anthony. Dr. 
Ant hony is taking a leave of absence from 
the University to serve in Governor Thom­
pson's administration. 
Freedom In India 
Mr. Swaraj Bhandhu Bhattacharya, 
aged 55 and secretary of the West Benal 
unit of the Socialist Party, was arrested in 
June 1975 along with many members and 
leaders of the Socialist Party following the 
declaration of a national state of emergen­
cy in India. He has been held in detention 
without trail under the Maintenance of In· 
ternal Security Act <MISA>. 
Members of all opposition parties in In· 
dia <except the Communist Par.ty of India l 
were arrested after a national state of 
emergency had been declared on June 26, 
1975 because of "internal disturbances". 
The declaration followed a growing anti­
corruption campaign supported by most 
opposition parties and led by Jaya 
Prakash Narayan, the respected veteran 
politician and follower of Mahatama Can­
dhi. The immediate cause of the imposi­
tion of the emergency was a call by the op­
position parties on Prime Minister Indira 
Gandhi to resign following a ruling by the 
Allahabad High Court on charges of elec­
toral malpractice. 
Mr. Bhattacharya was released 1in the 
first week of September 1975 but was rear­
rested on September 14th, one week later. 
He has been detained ever since under the 
MISA without any possibility ot appeal 
against detention. · 
In the first week of March 1976 Mr. Bhat­
tacharya was transferred from Presiden· 
cy Jail, Calcutta to Burdwan Jail, West 
Bengal,  some 80 miles away. There he is 
reportedly held in solitary confi�ment in 
a cell measuring 2.46 meters by 1.23 
meters withut any ventilation and, 
although he may meet close relatives only, 
he is not allowed to see any of !lis co­
prisoners. He suffers from chronic 
diabetis but it is also reported that no 
medial facilities are available for him nor 
is he allowed the diet necessary for his con­
dition. 
Mr. Bhattacharya was arrested several 
times under British rule as a member of 
the freedom movement in India . He is un­
married and before his arrest Hved with 
his joint family. including his 95 year old 
mother, which is very poor. He receives 
200 rupees Cabout �5l a month from the 
government in honor of his contribution to 
the freedom movefl\ent. 
Regula I' GSU tuition rates apply. 
Topics include: the "Search for New 
Economic Solutions," presented by Robert 
All<.'n from the University of California, 
San l<'rancisco ; "Educational Respon­
sibility of the Mass Media," presented by 
Ellis Cose. columnist of the Chicago Sun 
Times ; "Myths and Realities in Third 
World Studies" with John Henrik Clatke. 
Chairperson, Black and Puerto Rican 
Studies. Hunter College ; "Third World as 
an international sub-system" with Irving 
Horowitz. professor. Rutgers University; 
"Culture in the Development of China" 
with Alice Gang Wei, Univ. of Chicago: 
"War Words: Black Writings·of the Six­
ties" with Haki R. Madhubutu. Director of 
the Institute of Positive Education, Writer 
in Residence, Howard University; and 
others. 
For more information contact Roger K. 
Oden or Anthony Yueh-Shan Wei. CCS. 
Governors State University · 534-5000 Ext. 
2429 or 2530. 
A vice president for academic affairs .is sooght by Governors State University. 
The university is an affirmative action/equal opportunity employer. Applications 
are especially invited from women and minorities. 
Application with resumes Ctwo copies) should be forwarded postmarked no later 
than March 1, 1971, to Dr. Clara AnUtony, chairperson, Vice President for Academic 
Mfairs Search committee, c/o President's office. 
Governors State University seeks candidates holding an earned doctorate who have 
demonstrated outstanding teaching, research and administrative experience in 
higher education; can provide effective and efficient organizational leadership; are 
proponents of shared governance; are effective in public and community relations; 
are knowledgeable ol past, present and future trends in higher education; and can 
articulate and support the mission, mandate and philosophy of GSU. 
The vice president for academic affairs is responsible for providing intellectual and 
administrative leadership in planning, implementing and evaluating instructional 
programs. As the chief academic officer reporting directly to the president,  the vice 
president for academic affairs is responsible for promoting intercollegial and 
interdisciplinary programs offered in the colleges ol Business and Public Service. 
Cultural Studies, Environmental and Applied Sciences and Human Learning and 
Development. In addition, the chief academic officer is responsible for coordinating 
various student-support services, including admissions and records and financial 
aids. 
New Bills To Create Enforcement Groups 
Two House Bills, 36 and 'n have been in· 
troduced by Representatives McMaster 
and Meyer to create and fund The 
Metropolitan Enforcement Groups known 
as MEG. House Bill 36 creates the In· 
tergovernmental Drug Laws Enforcement 
Act which establishes the criteria for the 
formation of M EG.  Under HB 36 the 
Department of Law Enforcement would be 
responsible for administering the grants. 
House Bill 37 appropriates $1,095,426 for 
M EG grants. The seven MEG units in the 
state of Illinois were largely funded by the 
federal government with assistance from 
participating counties. Since their federal 
grant has run out. MEG is requesting 
assistance from the state. 
MEG's guidelines state their purpose 
being the enforcement of drug laws geared 
at curbing distribution of large quanities of 
hard drugs. Ever since its formation MEG 
has been plagued by accusations of illicit 
behavior in tracking down drug traffic.­
The American Civil Liberties Union Chap· 
ter of Mclean and De Witt Counties filied a 
law suit against MEG on grounds of en-
trapment and violation of civil liberties. 
ACLU ran into difficulties proving that the 
informant who is paid for information, was 
directed by MEG to entrap the defendent. 
"There have been several cases of en­
trapment of suSpects who were enticed by 
informants and agents to buy them drugs 
as an act of friendship," said Jim Conway, 
Executive Director of the Association qf 
Illinois Student Governments. "Many of 
the people that MEG busts are not big drug 
dealers·," said Conway. Typically, in­
formants are people that have been drug 
dealers themselves who have made deals 
with the authorities to "rat" on their frien­
ds and others in exchange for freedom or 
immunity. 
"Since MEG has been funded in the past 
by the federal and local government. 
McLean County. Galesurg and Danville 
have dropped their membership." Conway 
said. Two County Board members in Dan .. 
ville were quoted by the Danville Com· 
mercia! News as saying that "MEG has 
generated almost as much crime as they 
have solved" and that "MEG engages in 
covert action without a government wat­
chdog." 
"There have been reports of informants 
smoking marijuana with suspects as well 
as handing out other drugs. One individual 
who was busted pa�ed a polygraph test 
claiming that the informant had given him 
a "Christmas Tree" which is an am­
phetmine," Conway said. 
' 
One informant busted a girl who he was 
having sexual relations with and his 
room ate. 
The Association of Illinois Student 
Governments does not codone the sale, use 
and distribution of illegal drugs. "We do 
object to illegal ways of obtaining in­
formation that are in violation of in· 
dividual civil liberties. When government 
is allowed to violate these liberties, we 
face the possibility of tyranny. We intend 
to make the legislature aware of the 
possible problems that might exist if the 
State decides to fund MEG." Conway said. 
The Association of Illinois Student 
Governments is an affliation of student 
organizations throughout the state of 
Illinois representing 133.000 students. 
Facts on Amnesty International 
As of May 31, 1976 there were: 1665 
groups in 30 countries, an increase of 73 
groups over 1974-75. More than 97,000 in­
dividual members in 78 countries, an in­
crease of 2700 members and 11 countries 
over 1974-75. There are national sections in 
33 of these countries. 3859 prisoners under 
adoption or investigation. 
During the year 1975-76: 1880 new 
prisoners were taken up and 1599 prisoners 
released. Amnesty International took ac­
tion on violations of human rights in 113 
countries. Review of human rights by area 
< from The Amnesty International Report 
1975-76): 
these evils." 
Asia: "It can be said of hardly any Asian 
country that the judiciary in the exercise 
of its functions acts with integrity and faith 
in ordinary principles of justice. 
Europe: "The incidence of political im­
prisonment varies from one state to 
another but it is common to all ol Europe 
that almost all prisoners of conscience are 
tried, sentenced and imprisoned under 
domestic legislation which specifically 
restricts the exercise of freedom of con­
scienre." 
Latin America: "Throughout 1975-76 
there hac; been a slight but unmistakable 
deterioration in the overall human rights 
siutation in the Americas." The situation 
is particularly bad in Chile, Argentina, 
Brazil and Uruguay. "Approximately 
30,000 political prisoners are believed held 
in these four countries alone." 
awareness in the Middle East of individual 
legal rights both nationally and in­
tenrationally." 
Soveity Union: Most Soviet prisoners of 
conscience are detained in the colonies and 
prisons of the corrective labor system. 
"Medical neglect dovetails with chronic 
hunger and with overwork to give to Soviet 
penal institutions a more punitive charac­
ter than is justified by any standards. ' '  
United States: "People are not officially 
imprisoned because of their political views 
or actions or because of their ethnic origin.  
But in  some cases it is difficult to  avoid the 
suspicion that an individual's im­
prisonment may be due to his political ac­
tions rather than to the crime he or she is 
alleged to have committed. AI groups are 
working on eight cases of American 
prisoners. 
Africa: "Detention without trial, major 
political trials weighted heavily against 
the accused, torture and the death sen­
tence have all continued to feature as 
aspects of government in many African 
states ; very few are without at least one of Middle East: "There is a general lack of r---------------1 
Tuition Increase ·. 
The Board of Governors of State Col­
leges. and Universities voted on February 17 to mcrease undergraduate tuition by $90 
per year and graduate tuition by $120 per 
year at the five BOG universities, effective 
September 1, 1971. 
The Board of Governors has been active­
ly studying the question of tuition in­
creases since March, 1976. The Board's ac­
tion today was based on a recommenda­
tion of their Executive Officer and their 
five presidents, and was taken after hear­
ing from representatives of 'the student 
body and the faculty. 
In taking this action the Board took into 
account the fact that there had been no tui­
tion "increase since 1972, and that,· since 
that time, the Consumer Price Index has 
increased by 30 per cent. Thus, inflation 
has reduced the value ol tuition currently 
paid by students from $420 a yar to less 
than $300 a year. Also during the past five 
years per capita family income in I llinois 
increased by 46 per cent. The Board con­
cluded that there was sufficient evidence 
to make a compelling case for increasing 
tuition. The Board was also assured that 
funding was being recommended for Il­
linois State scholarship& next year' that 
would provide financial aid sufficient to 
meet the impact of the new tuition hike. 
The five universities under the jurisdic­
tion of the Boardof Governors are Chicago 
State University, Chicago; Eastern Illinois 
University, 0\arleston; Governors State 
University, Park Forest South; Nor· 
theastern Illinois University, Olkago; and 
Western Illinois University, Macomb. 
'9• 2 
...... . . 
Communication Conference from page l 
Seminars representing the various 
phases of communications were presented 
such as "Minorities in Telecom­
munications", "Career Interviewing". 
"Speech & Hearing Clinic," "Electronic 
Journalism Laboratory", "The Dynamics 
of Magazme Publishing", among 
"Preparing for Job Opportunities in 
Public Relations and other fields of per­
suasive communications", "The Role of 
Minorities in Mass Media Advertising, not 
to mention, "The Role of the Black College 
Newspaper in the Survival of its Black In­
stitution," "Women on the Move" and 
"Book Publishing." 
For aspiring communicators, this con­
ference was a historical landmark in the 
field of communications in addition to 
providing fellow communicators with the 
adequate knowledge to attain professional 
expertise in their prospective fields of 
communications. 
GSU students in attendence at the conference were 
Warren Feagins, ICC; Randall Charlton, Rodney 
Smith, and Norma Allen, Innovator. 
low Communicators participating in the Frederick 
Douglass Lunch. Photos by Kamau 
GSUStudent 
University Student. Photos by Kamau 
alcOim X Commemoration 
Over 70 people attended a forum spon­
sored by "The Innovator' and The Ethnic 
Studies Program commemorating 
Malcolm X who was assassinated 12 years 
ago on f<'ebruary 21. 1965. The program 
consisted of ·a film. ··Malcolm X and the 
Struggle for Black Freedom." Omari 
Musa. a staff wnter for "The Militant" 
newspaper also spoke. Musa is part of 
"The M1htant's" investigating team on 
Malcolm X's assassination. He discussed 
the questiOn of who killed Malcolm X. 
The film conveyed through interviews. 
with Malcolm X and through documen­
tary. the stage of development -Malcolm X 
had reached after his break with the 
Mulsims shortly before'his death. 
"When people- are- stri� of their 
roots. "Mi\lcolm X said. they are ;1 dead 
people." He stressed the irhportance of 
linking the sl� for Black liberation in 
the United s.aaes with that orr the continent 
of Africa. "We have haled our image," he 
said. "bft-<s Africa bas had a negative 
and hateful image. Now Africa bas a 
posit1ve 1mage and we have become proud. 
proud of our heritage. This makes us want 
to unite and this is a grave threat." 
A GRAVE THREAT. Malcolm X and his 
ideas· they too were a grave threat. 
What was the climate in 1964-65 and 
where was Malcolm X going. He had 
broken with the Nation of Islam in March 
1964 (now the World Community of Islam 
in the West> primarily because. of their 
crillcism of his groiwng political activity. 
With his spht with the Muslims. sparks 
flew. but never did he accuso them of any 
vwlence against him although some of. his 
remarks could have impliL>d this. 
He founded two orgamUttions: the 
1\lushm Mosque. Inc. for tho e interested 
m pursuing the Islamic rehgwn and the 
Organization of Afro-American Unity 
!(>AAU> for those who wanted to fight for 
Black rights regardless of religious af­
filiation. He was at this stage prior to the 
assassination. 
In 1964 he was poisoned in Cairo Egypt. 
He said he �lieved the CIA was respon­
sible. Some said the Nation of Islam was 
responsible. but as Musa observed. how 
could they have carried out such an in­
tncate international plot. Later that year 
the French government denied him ad­
mittance to the country. It was rumored 
that they knew of an assassination plot and 
they did not want it to occur in France. 
Who were the conspirators? 
One week before his murder. his house 
was bombed. He and his family were able 
to escape. At that time Malxolm X said he 
thought the Nation could have instated the 
bombing but because the press had 
created such a climate of hate, anyone 
could have been responsible. 
Usually when the OAAU held meetings 
in Harlem. a dozen police and police cars 
would be stationed outside the meeting 
hall. But on February 21. none were there. 
Why? A er Malcolm X was gunned down. 
various versions on the number or killers 
were reported by the Press and by the 
police. Why these various versions existed 
who was actually involved.. aDd· why so 
much coor .. ion existed has never "been ex-
plained. 
1\lusa sites one piece of evidence that 
was never submitted in the investigation. 
In March of 1974. ev1dence of a massive 
government operation agamst the Black 
movement was forced to light in the FBI 
('ointelpro <Counterintelligence Program> 
documents released under the Freedom of 
Information Act. One of these documents 
said that the FBI's job was to "prevent the 
nse of a ·messiah' who could unify and 
electrify the militant black nationalist 
movem
.
ent." The documents ordered FBI 
agt•nts to "expose. disrupt. misdirect, 
d1scredit. or otherwise neutralize the ac­
t1v1t1e · of black nationalist. hate-type 
orgamzations and groupmgs. !heir leader­
ship. spokesmen. membership and sup­
porters ... " 
Omari Musa has obtained the FBL files 
on Malcolm X under the Freedom of In­
formation Act. The FBI kept a file on all.of 
his actions. However. the files Musa 
received stop one week before the 
assassignation and begin one week after it 
with a summary on the murder. There is 
also no reference to FBI connections with 
tht• N.Y. Citv police intelligence unit. As 
has been revealed through the Black Pan­
tht•r tnal here in Chicago. connections bet­
WL't'n the local police and FBI are not at all 
unusual. 
W1th what is known about the activities 
of tin' fo'BI since the Watergate revelations 
and from what we can speculate about 
government harassment of groups like the 
Black Panther Party. NAACP. Socialist 
Workers Party. Communist Party. 
National Organization for Women and 
others. many questions can be raisL>d 
about government involvement in the mur­
der of Malcolm X. This is Omari Musa.'s 
<·ontention although he is not pointing the 
finger of blame oo the government: Musa 
makL'S no accusations. but he raises im· 
portant questions. 
1\lusa suggests that Malcolm wa� a 
�rave threat because of his. un-
eomprom1smg criticism of the Democrat's 
and l{t•pubhcan party's failure to med the 
demands of Black people. Before Malcom 
x·s dt•ath. the OAAU was mvolved m a 
mass voter registration drive 'to register 
Black people ·as independents. In 1964 
l\lalcolm X solidarized with the Viet­
namese and the Chinese revolutions. 
llis assa sins. whoever they were. 
lx>heved by killing him they would kill an 
1dea. But ideas have never been crushed. 
Twelve years later. today. Black people 
face a situation worse than in 1965. Ac­
cordmg to tht• National Urban Leagues 
Ext•cut1ve D1rector. Vernon Jordan. at a 
January II news conference in Washington 
DC wht• ht• relt·ased the group's second 
annual report on the State of Black 
Amer1ca. 1977. "our examination of the 
statt• of Black Americans in 1976 reveals 
l"Ont mued and in some areas of life 
dL't·pcnL>d depression and hardship." What 
t•xists IS unemployment. cutbacks. attack!> 
un busing. frameups of Black youth. polict> 
brutality. and reinstatement of the death 
JX.'nalty. 
These issues nt'CL'SSitate response. but 
thcrt• is none. What is nct>ded more than 
t•ver. according to Musa. a socialist. is a 
rt•turn to tht> ideas of 1\Jalcolm X. Black 
JX'Oplt• must organize their own in­
dt•pt•ndcnt political power. That is how 
t'\'t•ry gain has been made. "Sillin,.t back 
and waiti� Cor politicians to gi\'l• us 
somt•tbing gets us nowhere." 
.. 
IMovator staff: 
Please print the following in "Letters to 
the Editor'' in your February 28th issue: 
I wish to comment on a story in the 
February 14th IMovator, page 8, entitled 
"Theology for Lunch <Concerned With 
Human Sexuality?>" As a gay person at 
GSU I found the tone/insinuations of the 
article offensive. Paragraph 5 lists 
homosexuality in the same category as 
"sex abuse" inferring that gayness is a 
''problem" for society to "solve". The fact 
that love between members of the same 
sex has existed as a natural and persistent 
variation in human sexuality since human 
time began is obviously discounted or 
ignored. Approximately 11 per cent of all 
females and 10 per cent of all males are 
gay and will continue to be so. Reading the 
article, I was not sure at first whether the 
negative viewpoint within was the repor-
ter's or Ms. Barnes', the speaker at the 
luncheon. Paragraph 7 adds real injury to 
insuJt when it lists homosexuality and 
bisexuality <valid sexual preferences> 
wit� "bestiality". Apparently this 
paragraph is a direct quote from Ms. Bar­
nes; it wrongly insinuates that gayness 
and bisexuality are embraced by personS 
who have "failed" the "normal". 
Homophobia is the term gays use for per­
sons whose attitudes reflect fear and 
stereotyping of our experience. 
I wish to offset these prejudices and fur­
ther point out that GSU does very little that 
is supportive of its lesbian/gay/bisexual 
members; we have been very noticeably 
ignored <no Gay Liberation group and lit­
tle supportive programming l. Must it con­
tinue to insuJt us by verbalizing and prin­
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G.l. Educational Benefits 
Questions and Answers 
The recently conducted INNOVATOR image survey proved that there is a need to• 
a question and answer column. There were many people who asked questions about 
life here at GSU that we could not address on the survey. We therefore present for our 
Many of the former servicemen and 
women among your readers may be eligi­
ble for a new Federal benefit which could 
bring them an additional $292 to more than 
$500 per month for nine months .. 
Because these benefits are subje<:t to an 
expiration date. the Veterans Administra-
1 ion is making every effort to insure that 
all eligible veterans are aware of them. 
Your assistance in alerting those who may 
be affected will be appreciated. 
The significant increase in entitlement 
for Gl Bill educational benefits was. ap­
proved by Congress late last year. The new 
provisions can have a total potential value 
in excess of $4.500 to married veterans 
with large families. 
Basically. the new law provides nine ad'­
ditional months of GI Bill eligibility to 
most veterans originally entitled to 36 
months for VA educational assistance. 
The new legislation does not change thai readers an opportunity to ask any question on any subject pertaining to units persons 
portion of the law requiring that 1\ veteran or procedures which serve the GS(! community. In order that this idea may become 
must use his GI Bill benefits within ten relevant and a worthwhile opportunity we invite the commupity to actively utilize this 
years of his discharge from service. service and test the INNOVATOR's capacity to serve your illformati� needs. 
Therefore, veterans who have �n out of Remember that the questions _you aat may provide answers for someone else who 
the military service for ten years' are not might be too shy to ask it. Send your questions or/and comments to: QUESTIONS and. eligible for the additional bene(its. ANSWER, c/o Tbe INNOVATOR, Governors State University, Part Forest South, 
The Veterans Administration �1imates Dlinois 604&6. Again, the success of this idea depends upon active oarticiD&tion; so that 6.1 million veterans are currently let'sbave your�uestions,GSU. We will get the factsforyou. 
eligible for GI Bill benefits, including 3.8 
L-------------------------------«million who have used part of . their 
eligibility and 2.3 million who .hav.e not 
taken advantage of it at all. 
We are particularly anxious. however. to 
reach the half-million men and wometl 
who have already used the f�ll36 months· 
of eligibility that was the maximum en­
titlement prior to enactment of the new 
legislation. They may now be entitled (o an 
additional nine months of educational 
benefits. 
a ........... _. 
Support The United Farm Workers Communication Barrier at GSU 
Dear Friends, 
In 1975 a landmark law was passed in 
California. The Ca)ifornia Agricultural 
Labor Relations Act gav�·farmworkers in 
that slate the right to choose which if any 
union would represent them in the� fields. 
This was a right farmworkers had been 
seeking since the Great Delano Grape 
Strike of 1965. When democracy was put in­
to action and the workers were' g,iven a 
chance to vote, the-overwhelming majori­
ty chOose the U.F. W. to represent them. 
From the first day of its passage the cor­
porate growers of California have 'waged a 
fierce and expensive <!ampaign to destroy 
the law, despite the fact they promised-to 
support it. Currently they are attempting 
to amend the law to death, taking away a 
protective clause here, a right there. If the 
growers succeed the law will � mean­
ingless in 2 years. 
The media has tried to interpret the 
passage of the law as a sigftf!l to end the 
boycotting. They practically ignore the 
growers attempts to undermine it. Some 
journalists have gone so far as to say the 
boycott is no longer A� because the 
aims of the boycott have been achieved. 
This reporting has confused ,many sup-
porters of the U.F.W ,. 
While it is true that mahy gains ha,ve 
been made, the boycott continues an� 
much work remains te be done. Of the 
250,000 farmworkers in California only 
16,000 have the protection ol U.F.W. con­
tracts. As we aU know tht! �lections do not 
end the child labor or pesticide ;tbuse. only 
contracts do that. The U.F.W. has laun­
ched a campaign to win elections and con: 
tracts for 100,000 farmworkers in Califor­
nia by December of 1978. So far,7 elections 
have been held and the U.F.W. has won all 
of them, but we must win more. To win 
elections it takes gasoline, food, leaflets 
and tireless dedicated peo'ple. We have the 
people now working 16 hours a day, 7 days 
a week for strikers pay - $5.00 per ��k. 
What we need is the money to ptit gas in 
their cars, food in their stomachs: 'and 
leaflets in their hands. Our goal here in the. 
Chicago-Midwest a'tea is to raise $20,000, 
the amount it will take to finance the elec­
tions driVe in the Coachella Valley. The 
elections there are being lead by Eliso 
Medina, past director of the Chicago 
boycott, and a staff of bard working 
organizers. 
With your help we can meet this goal and 
build a base in California which can then 
be used to bring justice and dignity to the 
three million farmworkers across this 
country. 
The farmworkers would like you to'dig 
deep and commit yourself to a pledge of 
$5.00 or more a month to suppQrt this vital 
organizing drive. Please send your first 
months pledge via the enclosed envelope. 
We know what you give, you give from 
your heart. 
Viva La Causa! 
Guy Cosl.cjllo 
Chicago 'Boycott Director 
Tbe Innovator staff apologizes to its readers for the numerous typographical errors 
in the newspaper. We wish to bring you the highest quality product: in news and in for­
mat. These errors, however, are beyond our control. Tbey do not originate in our oC­
fice.They occur after the layout for the paper leaves our bands. 
High quality is possible but only if we are alloted the nece!ISary funds to have a high 
quality paper printed. Until that time Is reached. we can only try our best to bring you 
the kind oC paper you are entitled to. 
By Linda Hinker 
From the moment I first applied to Governors State University there has been a 
slight failure to communicate between the school and myself. · 
Many students experience similar situations, especially with larger universities. 
It's just something that happens and often times can't be helped. 
In my case, this communication barrier just seemed to keep growing stronger. 
It all started when I sent my application and transcripts (o GSU for admission. 
Having completed 60 credit hours. I was sent a letter from the school saying I only 
completed 57. After writing a letter back to GSU itemizing my 60 credit hours I 
received another letter saying that since I only had 57 hgurs I'd have to get . petition 
signed in order to be admitted to the university. 
Needless to say, here I am! 
My admittance into the university: was only the beginning. 
After attending almost half a trimester I received a lelter in the mail �ymg that 1 
had not yet registered and that I sbould do so if I pl�nned on attending GSU. · 
I went to the records department to let them know I was presently attending and 
was fully registered but that didn't do any gopd as I rec;eived two more let rs letting 
me know I hadn't registered yet. . 
Finally, I went to the Assistant Dean in the College of Cultural Studies where 
everything was straightened out promptly. 
Alas, GSU knows I'm alive! 
From here I proceeded to sign up for a special weekend course at the lal't minute. 
I was told to see a particular person in admissions. After two straight weeks of 
hearing, "she's on break", "she's out to lunch", "she stepped out for a n.nment", I 
was finally able to register. 
Although no one party is to blame I began to feel a.Jittle paranoid, as i( whole 
sehool were closing in on me. 
• 
The clincher came when I took an independent study course and called G V asking 
to talk to the professor who was teaching the class I was told, ''Thert''• nobody here 
by that name." 
With that I went to an office in CCS to inquire about this professor and frur-d out that 
such a teacher did exist. 
I don't know if it will end here but in. case it doesn't I'm prepared fo,J've had 
enough practice at it. 
These communications problems exist with students in colleges every so GSU 
Is not one oC a kind. 
One must learn to be patient until aU of the prob!ems are worked out. 
Oh, by the way, I wUl be graduating In August-that is, unless my recor . ppear! 
Are you on the Innovator's Mailing List? 
Call 534-5800 Ext. 2260-2140 
. ...  
Prostitute Study 
by Sandra Walsh OHDE 
A study gives the newest facts about the 
oldest profession . 
., 
Dr. Jennifer James says that the theory 
c.,..r••••liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiliii.iliiiiiii�ii! that prostitutes are hostile toward men 
N A t 
didn't seem to be supported by the findings 
8 ew r of her study. ci The desire for a higher income and an :Ill: Acqu1·red 
independent. exciting lifestyle are the 
major motivating factors for most 
prostitutes, concluded Dr. James. 
> GSU is fast achieving a reputation as an 
Researcher Jane Mayerding and Dr. 
0 art haven for the display of works by 
James interviewed 300 prostitutes in 
Z Illinois artists. 
several cities, including Seattle, Spokane, 
� Many �f �e pieces in the outdoor sculp-
New York, Boston, San Francisco and San 
ture exh1b1tton are by residents of the 
Diego. 
state, and at least one, "Illinois Landscape 
"The income of call girls can run from 
115," by John Henry, will remain at the 
$30,000 to $100,000 a year," said Dr. James. 
university. 
Even though the economy is fluctuating 
Recently, four more works were 
and the role of women in America is 
acquired through the Illinois Arts Coun-
changing, the demand for prostitutes 
cil's new permanent collection program. 
appears to be growing, she said. 
The new, smaller acquisitions will be 
Older men apparently are frightened by 
housed in a gallery in the College of 
sexual demands being made on them, and 
Cultural Studies. 
many men feel safer with a call girl where 
They are an untitled work by Charles 
they can use money to control their sexual 
Wilson. a Chicagoan who has exhibited 
contacts, Dr. James concluded. 
widely and has works in a number of •••liilii;.::� The findings will be published soon in a 
collections ; "Organic Study," by Minna L. 
32-page report on female criminals. Dr. 
Reich, who is an instructor at Illinois cen- Unflfled Work by Charles Wilson James is associated with the University of 
tral College, from Washington, Illinois ; 
Washington's psychiatry and behavioral 
"Legion XII," by Mary Rose Pilcher, an 
sciences department. 
Evanstonian who teaches at Northwestern v • I • R University ; and "Scandia II ," by Dennis By LINDA HINKER 10 ence I n  oots 
Kowalski. another Chicigoan. who i s  on the 
faculty of the University of Illinois Chicago 
Circle Campus. 
The purpose of the program is to 
stimulate-recognition of Illinois artists and 
to encourage the growth of permanent 
collections in I llinois institutions. 
On a 50 per cent basis. grants of up to 
$3.000 were offered to not-for-profit 
museums, art centers. and university and 
college galleries toward the purchase of 
paintings. sculptures, photographs, prints 
drawings. and documente-d conceptuai 
pieces. 
It is the good fortune of �· all those 
associated with GSU that John Payne, 
sculptor in residence and co-ordinator of 
fine and performing arts, and Joyce 
Morishita . University professor or art, 
proposed the Illinois council matchinJ! 
GSU grant . 
The University and the Community will 
be greatly enhanced by the presence of 
these works of art. 
2001 ,.,aybe Here Early 
< CPS > - Admitting that speculation 
about future development in space is "a 
very scary process," an accomplished 
physicist and aerospace professor has 
suggested that a space community could 
be established, equidistant from the earth 
and moon, by the 1990's. 
Gerard K. O'Nclll of Princeton Univer­
sit_y h� written a book exploring, through 
sc1enttfic and technological know-how, the 
"possibilities" of space development. The 
book, The High Frontier : Human Colonies 
in Space < M orrow, $8.95),  is fil led with 
enough well-documented ideas to make 
even Spock and Captain Kirk dance with 
glee. 
O'Neill believes that thousands of ear­
thlings now alive would be able to live and 
work in space, in an "island" space colony 
located in orbit around the moon. In the 
book, O'Neill says that personal living con­
ditions in space should be at least as 
desirable and healthful as the most 
favorable areas on earth - more health­
ful, in fact, for people with heart troubles 
and for elderly persons who would find 
movement far easier in low-gravity space. 
All this could be achieved right now by 
using this decade's technological abilities 
O'Neill writes. 
· 
Of special concern to our energy­
strapped world is the professor's notion 
that the space colony would send to earth 
via microwave, unlimited supplies of sola; 
power. Enough, the author offers, to make 
conventional power sources obsplete. 
The book does not avoid one's potential 
for good and evil ,  no matter where one 
lives. However. the Cornell graduate and 
Jerome Clarke Hunsaker Professor of 
Aerospace declares, "there seems good 
reason to believe that opening the door into 
space can improve the human condition on 
earth." 
Violence on television is the subj�t of 
much concern to viewers evecywhere. 
Articles have been published, in 
newspapers and magazines and special 
programs have been broadcast regarding 
violence and the media. 
· 
Television violence has arouse the public 
to the point where Parent-Teacher 
Association's are holding· meetings to 
discuss the problem. 
' 
With all this in mind, let us focus on a 
particular program that was televised on 
ABC over an eight day pet'i9<f. A program 
that drew the attention of approximately 
130 million viewers,' causing restaurants 
and theatres to notice a decline in atten­
dance. 
Let us lookk at "Roots". Alex Haley's 
story depicting the triumph of an 
American family. 
There must be some logical reason why 
so many people were attracted to this pro­
gram. 
Was it out of general curiosity or was it 
because many viewers identified with the 
struggle from slavery to freedom? 
While there are countless reasons why 
"Roots" had the power to attract such an 
ove_rwhelming percen�ge of viewers, one aspect of the program must not be forgot­
ten -- the portrayal of violence. 
Those well-i ntended moments of 
violence may have been necessary to show 
the true sufferings and hardships of the 
Negro slaves but the initial meaning 
behind these violent acts was taken out of 
context by a few members of the viewing 
audience. 
The Chicago Tribune reported two cases 
of violent acts committed as a result of 
watching "Roots". 
In one case, a black man was arrested · 
for stabbing two white clerks in a grocery 
store. The man said that now he knew how 
Kunta Kinte felt. This, of course, came 
from seeing ·•Roots". 
_
In another instance, a black man, along 
w1th his ex-wife went to a home for unwed 
mot�ers and held several people hostage. 
Th1s man sid that after watching 
"Roots"_. he decided to search for the baby 
he �ad g1ven up for adoption 20 years ago. 
T1me magazine cited cases of social 
unrest �tween �tudents at integrated high 
schools m DetrOit and Mississippi. 
Although "Roots", supported by a 
strong reputable cast, did justice in 
present�ng a side of life unknown to others 
befo�e . 1t also left its audience with the in­
cenh�e to expr�ss their emotional 
negative responses in the form of violent 
acts. 
With due respect to the good intentions �at m�y have be�n behind the airing of �oots the fact shU remains that acts of 
VIOlence were the result of such viewing. 
We can only wonder if "Roots" should 
have been planted on television in the first 
place. 
''Hispanic Festival of the ArtS ''  
Lively theater programs and colorful art 
exhibits wiD
. 
comprise the " Hispanic 
P'estival of the Arts" at Chicago's Museum 
of Science and Industry April l3:24. ' 
Painting, sculpture, photography, and 
crafts by local and national Latino artists 
will be showcased in this special program 
pr�ented by the Museum's Hispanic Ad­
visory Committee. 
Free programs of folkloric music and 
daqce will be featured in the Museum's 
Auditorium at 10 a.m. and 1 1 : 30 a.m. 
weekdays during the festival and at 1 p.m. 
and 3 p.m. Saturdays and Sundays. The 
shows will be presented by representatives 
of Chicago's Spanish-speaking community 
and by children from Chicago schools. 
Representatives of some 20 Latin• 
America� nations will be present during 
the festival, dressed in colorful folk 
costume. 
Paul Gasca is chairman of the festival 
with Victor PUis Ortega and Miriam Cru� 
serving as vice chairpersons. Efren Del 
Castillo is chairperson of theater 
programs. Vice chairpersons of theater 
programs are Solomon Pena and Carlos 
Ruiz. 
Exhibition chairperson is Jose G. Gon­
zalez with vice chairpersons Mrs. Tina De
. 
Carlo and Manuel Ruiz. 
Joe Ruiz is school coordinator with vice 
chairpersons Mrs. Panchita Frometa and 
Mrs. Alfred P. Galvan. Pl,Jblicity chair-
person is Julio Cruz. 
· 
Admission to the festival and to the 
Museum is free. The Museum, at 57th St. 
and Lake Shore Dr., is open from 9 : 30 a.m.  
to 4 p.m.  Monday through Friday and from 
9:30 a.m. to 5 : 30  p.m. oweekdays and 
holidays. 
Dr. Mykola Grigorevich Plakhotnyuk U.S.S.R. 
J?r. Myk�la Gr_igorevicb Plakhotnyuk is 
bern� de_tamed m a special psychiatric hosp1tal !" the Ukraine. He is typical of 
many pnsoners of conscimce in that of­
ficia� sec�ecy restricts the availability of 
detalled mformation without which it is 
difficult to arouse strong public interest 
about his case. What is known about Dr. 
Plakhotnyuk makes clear that he is 
de��ned in a psychiatric hospital for 
pohllcal rather than medical reasons and 
gives grounds for serious concern about 
his well being. 
Dr. Plakhotnyuk was born in 1936 in Kiev 
region. Mter graduating "with distinc­
tion" from a medical school he worked for 
a time in a children's sanatorium and then 
in a medical institute in Kiev. In 1969 he 
was questioned by state security officials 
about his relations with some Ukrainian 
nationalist writers. The folloWing year he 
wrote several statements defending 
Ukrainian political prisoners and he was 
dismissed from his job. after which he was 
unable to obtain employment. In 1972 he 
was arrested and charged with "anti­
Soviet agitation and propaganda "' .  The 
charges related to his having distributed 
the Ukrainian samizdat < that is' unof­
ficially produced > human rights Journal 
Ukrainian Herald. Before being tried he 
was submitted to psychiatric examination 
b� psychiatrists of Moscow's Serbsky In­
stitute of Forensic Psychiatry. The official 
psychiatric diagnosis said that br. 
P l a k h o t n y u k  s u f f e r e d  f r o m  
"schizophrenia with delusions of per­
secution" a nd was " periodica lly 
nonresponsible". They recommended that 
he be confined indefinitely for treatment in 
a �pe�ial psychiatric hospital, a type of in­
�btutlon _offically designated for men.tally 111 pa tients who are "especially 
dangerous. "  The Kiev regional court ac­
cepted both the diagnosis and the recom­
mendation and Dr. Plakhotnyuk was sent 
to the Dnepropetrovsk special psychiatric 
hospital. 
Conditions in the Dnepropetrovsk 
spec!al psychiatric hospital are known to 
be particularly bad. Inmates have been 
frequently subjected to unwarranted treat­
ment with drugs without regard to possible 
dangers to their mental and physical 
health. Orderlies are recruited from 
among criminal convicts and they 
regularly mistreat and terrorize inmates. 
Little was learned about the particular 
treatment of Dr. Plakhotnyuk in 
Dnepropetrovsk institution until 
prisoner of conscience Leonid Plyushch 
was released from there in 1976. 
Mr. Plyushch confirmed that Dr. 
nyuk was still there and described his 
















Puppeteers In Creative Drama 
Progress Report 
The recognized Student Advisory Com­
mittee to the IUinois Board of Higher 
Edu�tion met at the U of I. Cham­
paign/Urbana campus over this February 
18 and 19 weekend. 
The Student Advisory Committee 
representing students from public univer­
sities private and community colleges en­
dorsed several proposals from member 
schools. 
Included was a request from the 
Association of IUinois Student Govern­
ments representing 300,000 lllinois studen­
ts, that SAC reafirm it's commitment to 
oppose any tuition increase for Dlinois 
resident students. Although student sup­
port against tuition increases was 
vocalized the Board of Regents, Board of 
Governors and U of I Board of Trustees 
have approved tuition increases for the 
next fiscal year. 
The A.I.S.G. also reaffli"IDed it's support 
of SAC sponsored legislative House bills 
1318 and 1319. 
House bill 1318 amends the Higher 
Education Student Assistance Law. H.B. 
1318 provides for voting student member 
on tile State Scholarship Commission, who 
shaU have all privileges of a member for a 
one year term. H.B. 1319 provides for 
strengthening students positions on Gover-
Ding Boards ol IUinois Higher Education. 
This bill extends all rights and privileges 
of a Board member excluding the right to 
vote to the student member. 
The SAC also went on record in support 
of a resolution from a representative of the 
Organization of Community College 
Students whose membership includes 
250.000 students; opposing any tuitioo 
hikes for Community CoUege students. 
The O.C.C.S. representative also 
requested that SAC assist the O.C.C.S. in 
pointing out discrepancies in acceptance 
standards in transfering credits from the 
community coUege level to the public 
senior institutions level. 
The SAC was established in 1969 and 
membership is composed of student gover­
nment leaders from educational in­
stitutions throughout the State of Illinois: 
representing over 350,000 students. 
The pri� responsibility of SAC is to 
provide student input and reaction to the 
IUinois Board of Higher Education. 
Additional information or inquiry may 
be obtained by contacting : Robert 
Blue/INNOVATOR, Governors State 
University, Park Forest South, Illinois 
60466 Phone 13121 534-5000, Ext. 2260 or 
2140. 
GSU Alliance Fund Drive 
With ··private dollars and margin for ex­
cellence." the Gover-nOrs State University 
foundation has launched its "GSU Alliance 
Fund Drive." 
James B. Lund of the Matteson-Richtoo 
bank. president of the Foundation, is 
seeking as members of the President's 
club donors or $250. Lund says: 
"It is not well-known that many state 
universities receive less than half 'their 
capital and operating budgets from the 
state. When<.-e the remaihder? From 
tuitioo. federal grants. and private gifts. 
In actual fact a state universit¥ is •tax­
assisted,' not 'tax-supported.' 
"Further. it is private gifts which, above 
all, enable a state university to pursue 
aggressively academic greatness. Private 
dollars enable a university to fund cnx:ial 
academic projects for which state funding 
is not available. Private dollars become: in 
reality. the state university's margin of 
cellence. 
"You should give to Governors State 
because. supported by your gift the univer­
sity which serves the communities 
which you live and work, has a chance to 
be truly outstanding. Your dollars will 
enable Dr. Leo Goodman-Malamuth, the 
new president of Governors State, to laun­
ch projects which will result in the 
academic exceUence to which he is so 
totally committed. 
"A truly. ou�nding state uni·ver.>itv 
serving communities from Kankakee to 
Chicago, from the Indian border to Joliet! 
Isn't this a dream worth pursuing? It is 
within our grasp if we form an alliance 
support with Dr. Goodman-Malamuth. 
faculty. staff and students of 
State University." 
Creative Drama Class of 76- 77 
by Matthew A. ltaswenda 
Many people lctck creative spirits and 
they're dull Creative Dramatics Class of 
1976-77, has visions few have • because 
they put on a show that 1>roved you don't 
have to be a professional to �rtain. 
Saturday. Feb. 19, 1m, a show was put on 
by young people for young people. 
CounUess hours and effort were put into 
that extravagant 'reverie. One group did a 
puppet show· that made the Muj,pets look 
sick in comparison. • Improvisation was 
running rampant! : 
The puppet sbo\V deaJt with four 
subplots; a fairy tale, superjack the hero, 
Roots wedding scene, a oew story . 
. The second part of ,the show dealt with 
two original stories acted and danced out. 
The two shows played to packed houses. 
For those ol you who didn't see it or everr 
read about it - you mjssed a flight of fan­
cy. For you who don't qJ"e you aren't 
worth saving. 
PUPPETEERS 
Adam Beck:£- , Julie Beckea , Tanya 
Brown, Angie Burgest, Paula Chambers, 
Jamol Cheers, Carrie- Flescewski, Kelton 
Hatchett, Erin Heavey, Erin Hisel, Diane 
Huggins, Jeffery Johnson, Audrey McFad­
den, Rachel Ransom, Michele Smith, 
Wesley Stoke!>, Ann Turner, Pansy 
Washington: 
The Marvelous Directors 
MAYON BROWN, GRADUATE S(udent 
ccs. Sarah Coleman, graduate student 
HLD, Matthew A. Koswenda, graduate 
student BPS-ccs, ·Autrey McFadden, 
graduate student CCS, Charles N. Smith, 
ungrad ccs, JODi Suttie. graduate student 
ccs. 
DIE STORIES 
The Adventures ol Tulip - by Connie 
Reeve. 
Arap Sang & 1be Cranes - an Mrican 
Tale. 
'Ole Players 
JUANITA BURGEST, Karen DaUey, 
Amy Dawson, Lynn Juniel, Kelly �ood. 
David Pressler. Coonie Reeve, Erika 
The performers 
Turner, Monique Wallcer, Mark Watson: 
Meg Wilson. 
The Directors : 
Mattie Evans, Cheryl M�der, John 
Wade, aU CCS graduate students. 
TECHNICAL STAFI-' : 
Carol Malcik, ROO«:rt W. Bolden, Donald 





NO MINIMUM BALANCE 
NO SERVICE CHARGE 
CHECKING ACCOUNTS 
BA-NKING HOURS 
... ..... . ..... ........ ;,,, .........•........... 
LOBBY 
....... ... ... 
8 a.m�-4 p.m •. Mon• Thurs. 
8 a.·m.-8·p.m. Friday 
8 a.m.� 1 p.m. Sat. 
DR/VE IN 
�· .. , .. J .........  
7a�m�-8p.m. Mon.-Fri. · 
7 a.in.-5 p.m. Sat.� · 
758-2815 
3307 CHICAGO RD., S. 
CHICAGO HTS. 
... . . 
••• .lacbN ·Black Notes 
SCDI'SOOH> OOYS REVISI'IED? 
J. D. Davenport {18) HeOOerson Watson {21) Janes E .  
Jack.soo,Jr. {17)  RJosevel.t Watson (17) Johnny Jackson (18) 
HELP tE SAVE 'lHESE YOUl'HS FIU-1 IlE1ml lll GX)R:i[A I s  
�c ClJAIR Five inpoverisbed youths faoo death 
sentences if cxnvicted of murdering a white man 
in a Dawscn, Georgia store • .  Sb:Jwn here in an offioo of 
t:lE Terrell Cbunty Jail , they are oounting on t:lE 
Sout:b:ml Ibverty Law Center and its supporters to 
lEl.p prove t:b:ri.r i.noooenoo . 
Scotsboro Boys Revisited? 
SAVE NOW 
Lowest Prices Ever on Nationally Advertised 
RCA CO-PILOT CB RADIOS 
Moclei 14T 100 
PA, S/RF Meter • 72.95 
Moclei 14T M 
PLL Circuitry - 1 1 6.95 




METER, ANL • 105.95 
DELTA TUNE 
Moclei 14T301 .PI.L, 
DELTA TUNE NB. & ANL, SWR - 121.95 
MOER, Loc./Dis. switch 
Complete selection of CB Accessories. 
Complete Installation Facilities 
MOST CB & TV REPAIRS 
DONE 
WHILE YOU WAIT 
Custom Installation of In-clash car stereos - Clarion, J.I.L., 
Lear Jet Ampers and 30 & M Watt Power AMPS. JENSEN & 
UTAH SPEAKERS. Home Antenna Systems Installed. 
D&B ELE.CTRON ICS 
TV-CB-CAR STEREO-Antenna Systems 
22335 Govemon Hwy. 
(across from A&P) 
Phone 
747-3470 
In 1931 racial prejudice delivered death 
sentences to five io.nocent Black youths in 
Scottsboro, AJabama. 1bese youths were 
falsely accused and convicted or the rape 
or two white women. ConceptuaJJy. in­
cidents or outright racism and neo-Jim 
Crowism are behind us, and symbolized by 
the recent pardon or the last known living 
"Scottsboro Boy". However recent events 
in Georgia have indicated that the neo Jim 
Crowism is still alive. 
victim who lived six hours after the in­
cident and entered the ambulance under 
his own power. Lastly why were five per· 
sons arrested when the store owner stated 
that there were onJy four youths? '-------------------------------=i 
Shortly after his arrest Rufus was forced ;;:::==i!========================;
to wade for several hours in a pond in a 
In a few weeks in Dawson, Georgia, 
trials will commence for J.D. Davenport, 
Henderson Watson, James Edward 
Jackson, Jr., Roosevelt Watson, and John­
ny B. Jackson, that have all the ear­
markings' of the infamous 1931 case in­
cluding the electric chair if convicted. 
Last year a white customer walked into 
a small store near Dawson. The store 
owner maintains that shortly after four 
Black males walked into the store. The 
owner further sta� that while bending 
over behind the counter. he beard a shof. 
When he looked up the four Blacks were 
wearing ski masks and the white customer 
had been shot in the bead. The Black men, 
according to the proprietor. then stole $100 
and the owner's 25 ccaliber pistol - the 
same caliber of pistol wbicb killed the 
customer. To date neither the store 
-owner's gun or the weapon allegedly used 
by the robbers has been located. 
"search" for a murder weapon. He was 
also threatened with castration and h1s 
signiture was forged to a waiver of his 
rights. 
These youths are a U  natives of the area 
and have no record of trouble with the 
local authorities. At the time or the in-
cident the youths were, according to 
Roosevelts mother, attending to a chore 
she had given them. Mrs. Watson main­
tains that her hand water pump had 
broken and that she had sent her son to get 
water from a neighbors weiJ in the op­
posite direction from the store. 
Doulgas Ewart 
presents: 
Whistles, Percussion Instrument. 
Bamboo Flute, Pan Pipes, 
Hand Crafted Leather Goods: 
Brief Cases, Wallets, Bags, 
Goods made to Order. 
About the craftsmen 
Ewart has been making Hand Crafted Goods 
for almost Ten years, his goods has been sold 
on a National and International /eve/. 
/ 
Moreover, the store owner stated initially. 
that he Could not identify the robbers, 
however five days later he told police that 
Roosevelt Watson was ooe or the robbers. 
This was the basis for the insuingarrest of 
Roosevelt, his brother. a cousin and two 
friends. 
The Southern Poverty Law Center is 
handling the defense for these young men 
and is in need of contributions. This non­
profit organization bas been championing 
causes such as this for many years. This 
Center has to its credit. the first, 1973, suc­
cessful sex-discrimination suit against the 
federal government after Air Force Lt. 
Sharon Frontiero requested help. The 
Southern Poverty Law Center also won a 
federal court order banning federally fun· 
ded sterilizations of minors and formed 
guidelines to ensure federally funded 
sterilizations will always be performed 
with full knowledge. consent and free from 
coercion. Douglas Ewart Is also a fine Musician and Composer. 
one naturally asks the questioo why did 
it take so long for the store owner to 
recognize Roosevelt who was a regular 
customer with a charge account? Also con­
sider why no OI'C questiooed the shooting 
The Center is located at 1001 South Hull 
Street, Montgomery, AJabama 36101, and 
requests that aU contributions be sent to 
this address. Which by the way are tax 
deductible. . 
Let's aU do what we can to avert stiU 
another miscarriage of justice in the an· 
nals of American history. 
Mini Bears And Maxi Mice 
1be role of creativity in leadership communicatioo 
development will be discussed for a professional business associatioo by a Governors State University professor. 
Dan H. Swenson will present a paper, "Mini Bears and Maxi Mice in Business Com­
munication." 
He will speak to the American Business Communication association convention for 
the western region in Las Vegas March 18, 
Dr. S�nson i� university professor of business educatioo in the College or Business 
and PubliC Service at Governors State University. 
He Is a member of the (AACM) the association 
for the Advancement of Creative Musicians, and 
has been for almost a decade. Mr. Ewart Is 
available for concerts and workshops In music 
and crafts mentioned above. Ewart can be heard 
with the Fred And�rson Sextet every Saturday, 
12 midnight to 4 a.m� at the Garden, 1529 N. Well� 
Douglas Ewart 
P.O. Box 7987 
Chicago, Ill. 60680 
... , . . .  
i i i 
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lnsuHicient Funding lor Vets 
"I do not say that small is always better 
than big. I say only tllat we have shaped a 
technology. which always and forever 
drives us into giantism . . .  But small can be 
beautiful too . . and each size in between. 
For every activity there is a certain ap­
propriate scale, and I ask only that we 
restore this balance to our lives." 
These words · of E.F. Schumacher, 
author of Small is Beautiful, have become 
the inspiration for a new movemen� that 
seeks to put the environment under the 
control of those to whom it rightfully 
belongs - the majority. 
Acorn, Midwest Energy alternatives 
Network is sponsor.ing a conference en­
titled "Live from the Midwest: Ap­
propriate Technolpgy for ,People" featur­
ing E. F. Schumacher on March 1.8. 19 & 20 
·at the University of I llinois, Cbi(!ago Circle 
Campus. 
The conference will consist of group ses­
sions, worksltops, and informat��n 
centers. lncludedare:-
EXHIBITS - Bet�een fifty and one hun­
dred exhibitors rep�enting community 
groups, educators. builders and dE:Signers 
of energy and resource technologies, 
social service agencies and represen­
tatives of governmen� and business will be 
on hand to discuss prdducts, process and 
specific questions. 
PERFORMANCES - Featuring the 
"Friends Mime Theatre" of Mil\vaukee 
and GSU professor Daniel Youngdahl with 
his sonic montage (a musician's statement 
about environmental n'oise and its effect ori 
human life > .  
I t  has become clear that veterans 
attending colleges and universities across 
the state of Illinois might have their 
scholarships cut off due to insufficient 
funding. The Department of Veterans 
Mfairs headed by James Washburn has 
stated their desire to obtain supplemental 
appropriations to fund this program. It is 
estimated that $4.8 million will be needed 
to cover 58,000 veterans attending lllin&is 
schools. The lack of funds is attributed to 
Governor Walker's reduction in the 
Veterans Mfairs budget. 
"The State has made a committment to 
fund these students during the present 
semester and it should live up to that 
ESP and the 
Marriage Relationship 
We are interested in conducting a study involving ESP and the marital relationship. 
Presently we need married couples wiUing to voluntarily participate in ESP testing at 
Governors State University. Information about test results wiiJ be provided. For fur· 
ther information, please contact : ED STORMER at ( 312l 534-5000 ext. 2370. 
CALIFORN IA DISCLOSURE LAWS RELAXED FOR COMMUNISTS 
C CPSl - In a landmark decision, one of the toughest state fair political practices 
laws was relaxed Feb. 2 to allow minimum disclosures by Communist candidates run­
ning for public office. 
The California law, said to be one of the nation's most stringent political reform 
packages, requires all candidates and campaign committees to complete periodical 
reports revealing the sources, dates, and amounts of campaign contributions. 
But, because of potential FBI harassment, employer reprisals, citi�en violence and 
a chilling effec.t on fund raising, candidates running on Communist tickets in Califor­
nia no longer have to report the identities, occupations, or addresses of f'onlributors 
donating between $50 and $1 ,000. 
Communist candidates for public office will have to report complete information on 
contributors of over $1,000. And for those in the $50 to $1 ,000 category only tbe dates 
and amounts of the contribution will have to be disclosed. 
The recent California Fair Political Practices Commission ruling is thought to be 
the first of its type, the Los Angeles Times said. 
EAS Sponsors Open House 
An open house for community college instructors regarding the human-RESOURCE BANK - To link people environment planning curriculum will . be held at , Qovernors �tate University together around their common interests Tuesday, March 1 .  · and to provide information at and beyond The open house by the College of'Environmental  �nd Applied �iences will be from the conference. 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. and include luncheon, accordi.ng to' EfraiJll Oi.l, coordihator of According to the conference sponsors, human-i!nvironment planning. "Live from the Midwest" is "about �pie The curriculum in human-environment planning, an innovative and who are helping to guide the directieris interdisciplinary planning program, draws on prin�iples coming from an array of that life in the Midwest. and ultimately the sciences. rest of the world, will take. It's for The open house for community colleges will open with an introductory session everyone who shares a common ·concern followed by discussion of mutual concerns. There will be a tour of some of the more that we should : -evaluate energy qsage in . · · f · ed · · ts t f · II -d · · ed be f'ts . umque aspects of Governors State Umverstty or mterest partJctpan . erms o soc1a y env ne 1 · : ·Insure 
the availability of satisfying work :in de-
w ,d A,, • c � cent workplaces : -promote grassroots 0.. � ·rs on erence decision-making at the neig�borhood & • I U.,
community level . "  The· · conference will 
take these broad environmenla'l issues and 
look at them in terms of practical policies. 
They seek to invotve community grqups 
such as religious, labor. public interest, 
environmen� civic, eCif.Jcation, planning 
and government, as weir as scientists. in­
dustria lists, Jar� aod small, .academic 
humanists and social scientists. 
Registration begins 4 : 30 p.m. Friday. 
March 18.· Pre-registration fee is $1 0.00. F or more i n form a t ion contact  
Acorn/Midwest Energy Alternatives Net· 
work, GSU. 534-4000, ext. 2486. 
Marijuana 
The head's high, marijuana ,  has joined 
the ranks of high priced commodities like 
coffee and citrus products. In the Chicago 
area marijuana is selling from $20 to $40 
an ounce. Consequently, many ' pot 
smokers are using common herbs as sub­
stituties. 
Health food stores report customers use 
herbs from the high-priced pot. Other 
' owners encourage herb usage strictly for 
cooking and for medicinal purposes. Ad­
mittedly herb smoking has the added 
berwfit� of bt'rng lt'gal and cheaiJ. but also 
it •� n..,k� 
!•our d(•at hs I rum adult created herb use 
Wt'l'l' reiJW'It'd rn the Journal of the 
Ar)wntan 1\lt·drcal Association in 1975. In 
the chrnese area of San Francisco. 
however unadulatered herbs have been 
used for years wi thout incident . 
Regardless of personal pros and cons, 
research on herb smoking is limited. Until 
future testing, smoking the herbs is at 
one's own personal risk . 
Though selling herbs and their im­
plements to smoke them is increasing, 
many pot smokers maintain the use of sub­
stitutes will be like smoke which simply 
drifts away. 
. .. . .. . ' ;.  .. .  
"Southern Africa : What's Happening?" will feature the fourth World Affairs con­
ference March 25-26 at the Holiday Inn of South Chicago. 1-1!0 and 1-294 at Halsted­
sstreet in Harvey. 
The program will focus on the historical ,  economic. social .  and political roots of 
conflict in Southern Africa : the international imPlications of the Southern Mrican 
situation ; possible strategies for peaceful resolution of differences ; and American 
foreign policy toward the area. 
Three different perspectives will be presented by a high ranking U.S. goVernment 
official FridaY e Yenini ; by His Excellency, Paul Somani, Ambassador to the United 
States from Tanzania. Saturday morning : and by the Honorable Jeremy B .  Shearer, 
Minister of the South Mrican Embassy in Washington, D.C . .  Saturday afternoon. 
Governors State University, Moraine Valley Community College, Prairie State 
College. and Thornton Community College in cooperation with the University of 
I llinois Extension in International Affairs cooperate to pJ:ovide the annual educational 
forum on issues of current significance for residents or the South Subur:bs. 
Brochures describing the conference are being distributed to past participants, 
area libraries. and sponsoring institutions. The program is open to the general public. 
Area residents who wish to purchase tickets tt> hear the speakers or attend the 
banquets may contact Dr. Lowell W. Culver at Governors Sta,te University, Lester 
Schlembach at Moraine Valley Community College, Frank Hurt at Prairie State 
College. Dr. Robert Jack at Thornton Community College: or Paul Caj>Onera at tbe 
University of I llinois office in Hinsdale. 
Dr. Culver, university professor of public services at'Governors State University. is 
overall coordinator of this year's conference. 
Celebrate Women 's 
Day The program is sponsored by a broad list of organizations including Chicago NOW, 
South Suburban NOW, ERA IIJinois 
It is rumored that the Equal Rights American Association of University 
Amendment may come up in the IJiinois Women, National Alliance of Black 
legislature sometime in late March or Feminists, Dlinois Nurses Association, 
April .  There is no assurance that it will be Chicago Women's Liberation Union and 
·passed. In fact, from previous experience various campus women's organizations. It 
with the ERA in Illinois public pressure on will feature a panel on the ERA, the film 
the legislature will be necessary. documentary "How we got the Vote" <See 
It is with this in mind that "An Afternoon Feb. 14th Innovator> and Kristin Lems, 
for the Equal Rights Amendment" was feminist singer and songwriter: Various 
conceived. This program ,  also in , organizations will have booths with things 
commemoration ofinternational Women's , for sale and for free. Donation is Sl.OO. 
Day. will be held Saturday, March 12. 1- For further information, contact Ann 
4 : 30 p.m. at the Loop YWCA. :n S. Wabash Gerhart at the Women's Resource Center, 
in Chicago. ext. 2435 . 
obligation. Most institutions resumed 
school in January and students have made 
a committment to attend school for this 
semester or quarter," said Jim Conway, 
Executive Director of AISG. 
"Last year when the Dlinois State 
Scholarship Commission ran out of money 
the General Assembly and the Governor 
passed a supplemental appropriation of 
$3.6 million so that s&udents would not have 
their grants cut when a committment for 
full funding had already been made. We 
believe that the same situation exists for 
the veterans this year and the state should 
not back off from the committment that 
has already been made," Conway said. 
The Association of Illinois Student 
Governments is an affiliation of student 
organizations throughout the state of 
Illinois representing 133,000 students. 
Country music's Buck Owens, one of the 
most popular of television stars whose live 
show is possibly the finest touring today, 
will appear in concert at Governors State 
University. March 4. Friday. 
Persons experiencing ulcer symptoms 
may inquire about a pilot research treat­
ment program at Governors State Univer­
sity. 
Assessment of experiential learning will 
be a faculty workshop at Governors State 
University. 
An experience exchange for rape crisis 
unit workers will be held at Governors 
State University Saturday. March 5. from 




Three pieces of legislation have been 
introduced in the Illinois General 
Assembly to raise the drinking age of beer 
and wine to 21 .  House Bill 68 is sponsored 
by Representatives Yourell and Kelly. 
House Bill  1 08 is sponsored by 
Representative Bluthardt. Senator Ozinga 
has introduced the legislation in the 
Senate. Both House bills wilJ be brought to 
the Veterans Mfairs, Registration and 
Regulation Committee on February 16, 
1977. 
"The argument made by the supporters 
of the bill rest on the notion that the lower 
drinking age causes more diiving 
accidents," said Jim Conway, Executive 
Director of AISG. "Studies done by the 
Illinois Legislative Council and the Illinois 
Department of Transportation indicates 
that the problem with alcohol abuse and 
traffic collisions is more apparent in the 20 
to 44 age category. 
"Raising the drinking age from 19 to 21 will not stop people · from drinking. The 
Legislature can not set morality. The 
inevitable disregard for this ilJadvised law 
would only lead to disrespect of the laws 
generally," Conway said. 
House Bill 200 of the 78th General 
Assembly sponsored 'by Representative 
Jaffe lowered the drinking age from 21 to 
19 for beer and wine. The law took effect in 
October of 1973. AISG is opposing any 
action that would raise the drinking age. The Association of Illinois Student 
Governments is an affiliation of student 
organizations throughout the state of 
Illinois representing 133,000 students. 
COMING EVENTS 
TIIEATRE 
"The Sea Horse" 
March 18, 19, 25, 26, '.(1 
CIII LDREN'S TIIEitntE 
"The Adventures of Harlequin" 
July 15, 16, 22, 23, 24 
R ichton Federal  Savi ngs & Loan 
A DIVIS ION OF F I RST F E D E RAL SAVINGS & LOAN OF LANS I NG 
22341 GOVE RNORS H IG HWAY • RICHTON, RICHTON PARK, ll .  60471 
2320 THORNTON RD. • LANSING l l. 60438 • 474-1 600 
- - - -
PASSBOOK 
C H R I STMAS CLU B  
VACATION CLU B 
90 DAY 
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S1 0.00 M I N .  
N O  MI N. 
NO MI N. 
S1 ,000 MIN.  
S1 ,000 MIN.  
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$10,000 M I N .  
- - -
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SERVICES 
HOU RS 
MONDAY 9 T0 4:30 
TUESDAY 9 TO 4:30 
WEDNESDAY CLOSED 
TH URSDAY 9 T0 4:30 
FRIDAY 9 T0 8  
SAT.URDAY 8:30 TO 1 2  
• U.S. BON D� 
• FRE E AMPLE PARKING • TWO LOCATIONS 
• FRE E TRANSFE R OF FUNDS • ASK ABOUT C H EC K I NG ACCOUNTS 
• TRAV E LE RS CH ECKS • DRIVE-UP W I NDOW 
• I .R.A. ACCOUNTS • SAFETY D E POSIT BOXES 
• MON EY ORDE RS • N I G HT DE POS ITORY 
Account insured by 
an agency of the Federal Government 
up to �.000.00 • 
Member Federal Home loan Bank 
Registration Schedule 
I ADVERTISI NG SPECIAL TIES 
SPRI NG/SUMMER 11'17 
Advance Registration . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  March 15 to April 15 
Admission Application & Credential 
Deadline for Spring/Summer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  F. April S 
Spring/Summer Begins - Registration 
& Fee Payment for Advance . 
Registrants Only . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  · . . . . . . . . . . .  M, May 2 
Registration & Fee Payment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  T, May 3 
Classes Begin < Blocks I & ll l . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . .  " . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Th, May 5 
Add/Drop & Late Registration . . . . . . . . . . . .  : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Th-Th, May 5-12 
Refund Deadline < Blocks I & II > . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  M, May 16 
HOLlDA Y - Memorial Day . . . . . . . . .  : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ." . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  M. May 30 
COMMENCEMENT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . : • . . . . . .  : . . . . . . . . . . . .  Sa & Su, June 4 & 5 
Admission Application & Credential 
Deadline for Block II I  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  T, June 7 
Block I I  Ends . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  W. June 29 
Registration for Block II I  Th, June 30 
HOLIDAY - Independence Day . . . . . .  : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  M. July 4 
. 
• 
I Block I l l  Classes Begm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  T, Ju Y 5 
Block I l l  Add/Drop & Late Registratiorr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · . . .  1'-T. July H2 
Block II I  Refund Deadline . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . .  F, July 15 
Spring/Summer Ends . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Sa, August 27 
FALL 1977 ' . 
Advance Registration . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .  Jilly:15 to August 15 
Admission Application & Credential 
Deadline for Fall . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  W, August 10 
Fall Begins - Registration & Fee 
Payment for Advance Registrants Only . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  T, August 30 
Registration & Fee Payment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  W. August 31 
HOLIDAY - Labor Day . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  M, September 5 
Classes Begin < Blocks I & I l l . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  T, September 6 
Add/Drop & Late Registration . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : . . . . . . . . .  T-T, September 6-13 
Refund Deadline < Blocks I &  I l l  . . . . . . . .  : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  F, September 16 
Block II Ends . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  M, October 24 
Block III Classes Begin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  T, October 25 
Bloc.k I I I  Add/Drop . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  T-T, October 25-November l 
Block 01 Refund Deadline . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  F, November 4 
HOLIDAY - Thanksgiving & Day After . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Th & F, November 24 & 25 
Fall Ends . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : . . . . . . . . . . .  W, December 21 
World Affairs Conference Credit 
Governors State University will be offering one unit of academic credit for par­
ticipation in the conference and completion of a series of prearranged assignments. 
The course is listed under PBS Block 3, World Affairs Conference, Index 11610. 
Students presently enrolled at GSU for Block I, Block I I  or Block II I  classes may add 
the one unit class during the Block Dl Add/drop period, March 3-10. For additiqnal in­
formation, contact Dr. Lowell Culver, CoUege ol Business and Public Service, who is 
coordinating the course. 
�ACK N .  BELOSHAPKA 564 Charles Street Lockport, ILL. 60441 
AWARDS • PBOMOnHIL ITEMS• EIECmiE &IRS 
• COIIEinOI IOODS • CLASS REUIIO S 
IMPRINT YOUR MESSAGE ON 
DISPOSAIU UGIITEIS • PAP£1 aJP D.DEIS 
LET1t1 OP£BS • ctiMI1lJI CIYEAIAYS 
DESK SETS • COASTtiS • liE FlAGS 
YAII STICIS • lliBS • CIIFEE CtfS 
Stl SCIEDS • PDET SAVEIS • CMS 
IIO.IY • SIIAI.1 APPLIAIUS • IIAl  Fl£S 
IATCIIS • ASH TUYS • a.£1 STICIEIS 
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The Emerging Concept of Alcoholism. 
Alice Margaret Tate, Professor of 
Alcoholism Science at GSU, spoke here 
February 16 as part of the University 
Seminar/Lecture Series. Her lecture, en­
t i t led "The Emerging Concept of 
Alcoholism " ,  dealt with what is the most 
basic yet most controversial and unan­
swered question : What is alcoholism and 
how do you treat it? 
The problem of alcoholism is made even 
more difficult because of the myths and 
stigma attached to it. These misbeliefs 
that get in the way of dealing with this 
serious problem occur at every leve l :  from 
the alcoholic to his or her family ( people 
believe most alcoholics are male but 
almost 50 per cent are female > to the 
alcoholic counselor and the society a t  
large. 
Unearthing the truth from the vast 
amount of falsehood that exists is the basis 
of Prof. Tate's work. Her lecture was just 
able to touch the surtace bul 1 L  put torward 
some interesting and important ideas on 
the subject .  
Prof. Tate puts forward the theory that 
a lcoholism is a disease - a theory that does 
not hold well with some in her field 
because, as she puts it, "Some people just 
have to see a germ to believe a disease is 
there." Some theorists believe that if you 
tel l the a lcoholic that they have a disease 
they will use this opportunity to deny. they 
are alcoholic. They wil l  point to the ter­
minal state of the il lness, if they are in an 
earlier stage, and deny they are sick. 
Some psychologists prefer the "out of 
control theory" that social drinking 
becomes alcoholism when the individual 
loses control of their drinking. They claim 
there is a magic grey line that one has to 
pass through before they become 
physically addicted. Tate says this is the 
favorite of psychiatrists because they can 
use it to deny their own alcoholism. 
Tate herself adhered to this theory for 
some time, but through the experience of 
worki ng with alcoholics in the military, 
she rejected it in favor of the disease 
model. This she defines as a "chronic 
progressive disease with early, middle and 
late stages, each of which has signs and 
symptoms." Alcoholism can exist at many 
levels - " It 's l ike being pregnant, you can't 
be a little pregnant ; you either are or you 
aren't . "  You can be an alcoholic under 40 
years or over 40 years old ; if  you drink in 
the AM or after 7 PM ; regardless of the 
amount or the kind of alcohol. You can be 
of any age or any economic class. Con­
trary to belief, very few alcoholics are on 
skid row and most people on skid row are 
not a lcoholics. 
WHAT IS ALCOHOLIS1�1 
In this society, the pressure to drink 
socially is unbelievably high. Many people 
think of non-drinkers as square and unhip. 
One is bombarded everywhere with the 
Summer European Travel Seminar 
in  Guadalajara 
During the past seven years �t:h . . 
thousand students from all  over the United 
States have gone to Mexico to study and 
travel with a program sponsored by the 
Northwest Council of Colleges. Despite its 
name this orgamzation has expanded to in­
clude not only schools in the states of 
Washington. Oregon and Montana. but 
also in Utah. Colorado. Michigan and New 
York . 
With most classes given in English. the 
curriculum offers a range of subjects in 
the humanities and the natural and social 
sciences. Faculty is American and 
Mexican. 
Travel is an important part of the 
program .  with a two week field trip taken 
each quarter to places of anthropological .  
historical and artistic interest. such as 
Mexico CiteJ and the nearby archaeological 
rui ns of Teotihuacan� Tua l and Cholula. 
and Oaxaca and the nearby pre-Columb1an 




Master of Arts degree program is 
available to students in the educational 
field. 
A co perative Master of Arts degree in 
educational administration and supervi­
sion will be offered to university students 
in the Chicago metropolitan area. 
Courses will be offered at Governors 
State University. Chicago State Universi­
ty, and Northeastern I l linois University. 
Students may take classes at all three 
universities. but the degree is granted by 
Ch1cago State University. 
The State Teachers Certification board 
approved offering the general ad­
mimstrat lve. and chief school busi ness of­
ficial endorsements on the administrative 
certificate. 
This is only the second university in 1 1-
hnois to have an approved chief school 
business official endorsement. 
Cost Of Gas Rising 
I llinois Commerce Commission chair­
man Marvin Lieberman last week an­
nounced a program to help residential gas 
and electric customers defer costs of 
higher-than-normal gas and electric bills 
during the remainder of the winter. 
Lieberman announced that customers who 
cannot pay their current bills in full and 
are faced with cut-off of service will have 
the option of making a payment equal to 
the amount billed during a like period last 
year and paying anything above that 
amount on the installment plan. Lieber­
man stressed that other arrangements can 
also be made for any individual hardship 
case and he stated that the Commission 
Consumer Protection staff is available in 
both Springfield and Chicago to help 
anyone who has difficulty making 
arrangemenb with his or her gas or elec­
tric company. 
Teachers frequently plan a field trip as 
part of their course. Such trips have been 
taken to opa l mines, volcanos. craft 
vil lages. and towns which relate to the 
literary or historic content of the course. 
The Instructional Center. located in 
Guada lajara . a r ranges i nexpensive 
weekend trips to places like the lakeside 
village of Patzcuaro. the histone cities of 
Morelia and Guanajuato. the craft town of 
Tzintzuntzan, the art center of San Miguel 
de Al lende, the center of the Mexican 
gwtar industry-Paracho. and others. 
On weeKends many students head for the 
beaches of Mazallan or Puerto Vallarta. 
There are fascinating places to visit in 
and around Guadalajara itself :  the Mer­
cado Libertad. bullfights. the charreada, 
the folkloric ballet. the relig1ous center of 
Zapopa n .  t he artisan centers of 
Tlaquepaque and Tonola . beautiful Lake 
Chapala w1th its quaint towns of Ajijic and 
Jacolepec. and the scenic Barranca de 
Oblatos. to name a few . 
All of this. plus the opportunity to live 
with a family if desired gives the ex­
perience of life m a Mexican community 
and is an important complement to the 
educational program .  
The NWCC has succeeded m keepmg the 
total cost minima l .  or about what it would 
be on the home campus. Student!o 
representing most states of the U.S. and 
se\'eral foreign countries have pa r­
ticipated and then transferred the1r 
credits back to their home college or 
university. The enroll for one quarter or 
more in the academic year of summer 
program. 
The WCC also sponsors two summer 
programs in Ecuador. one in liberal arts 
and the other in community health. 
Anyone interested in summer ( Or fa ll .  
winter or spring ! in Mexico should contact 
the orthwest Council of Colleges. 2U2 
Peterson Hall .  Ellensburg, Washington 
9892(). 
Cold C l imate 
Wind chill factor of 50 below . . . . .  mounds of snow . . . .  slippery roads when the car star­
ts . . . .  dead battery . . . .  waiting lists for battery charge . . .  missed appointments and 
parties too! 
Suffering through all  that winter in I l l inois made me stop and think about why I stay 
here. I guess it came up while I was stranded due to my•car's reluctance during the 
recent freeze. My colleagues were enjoying a dinner and I CDuldn 't even gel a taxi ! 
It 's safe to say we're here for several reasons: both my husband's and my families 
are here ; well-paying jobs are hl!re ; we're just not irritated enough by the pumsh­
ments of midwestern winter to pick up and move to a warmer ctimate. 
But then I looked around. There'a·re millions nearby who stay too. It seemed like a 
good idea to ask why. Following is .w�al four GSU students said to the question. "Why 
do you stay in I l l inois with its wicked winters?"'· 
Ilene B. Glazbrook, CCS : 
"My parents live here and f do not waRt to lose tlleir company. My husband bas a 
business which is doing well .  He hopes to retire in 8 .1/2 years and then we'll probably 
move. In the meantime, I betieve I llinois has one of the' highest per capita incomes in 
the country. "  
Nancy Rettich, HLD: 
It 's hard to move from a place where-all  your roots are. My fa_rpi ly.  jobs. school and 
boyfriend are all here. I teal!y don't like Illinois, however. 'as soon as school is 
finished, I fully intend to move to a different environment. 
Bob Howard·, BPS : 
The reason why I stay here is because I live with my parents. After graduation they 
plan on moving to Texas. You can get a job here as well as in Texas. so why stay? 
When they leave. so am I .  
Dolores Connor, BOG : 
Who knows? Jobs, family.lies, 1-guess. My immediate reaction is " I  don't know ! "  
-Foolish, isn't it? I guess it'� just because of the jobs and family. 
To England With Lowe 
For the second year, Governors State 
University will offer a European summer 
travel seminar on culture and stress, this 
time to !llorlhern England. 
The seminar, a combination of study and 
vacation, will be supervised by Dr. 
Benjamin Lowe, a native or England and 
Professor or Communication Science in 
HLD. Cost of the 18 day trip which departs' 
on July 3rd and returns on JUly. 21st is 
approximately $810. Enrollment fQ,- the 
seminar is limited to 12 people and the sign 
up deadline is April 1 .  Six units ol 
aademic' credit are also available from 
the University. 
11le seminar wiD iadude such tllinls as 
open college experience with four days 
residency at Nelsen and Celne College. 
Hiking, caving, and local exploration ; 
along with ecological and wilderness 
studies are planned for the Yorkshire 
Dales and the Lake District. There will 
also be lectures. films, and discussions on 
archeology, botony, architecture, and 
geology. 
Other places vi�ted will include 
Hadrian's Wall, Harrogate Spa. the 
Bradford Industrial museum, Fountains 
Abbey, and historic Yon. CUltural 
activities will ranee from evening 
�- Jnaleboraulh Gala Day and 
...  
idea that drinking is cool and everybody · 
who is anybody does it. The problem, 
however, is that some people are sensitive 
to drink. For an unknown biochemical 
reason their bodies are unable to tolerate 
alcohol . 
· 
The person whose body cannot tolerate 
alcohol, but who is pr�sured to drinlt t>y 
society is placed in an i mpossible 
situation. Because of the stigma attached 
to alcoholism that labels the alcoholic·as 
abornrnal and personal ly to blame for 
their drinking problem and because of the 
simultaneous pressure on the alcoholic to 
remain a drinker, the alcoholic is com­
pel led to engage in various ego devices to 
hide his/her plight from themselves and 
the world. Tate calls this "stinking 
thinking." This repression, denial, projec­
tion 01 rationalization as the case may � 
consumes huge quantities of the person's 
energy, and leaves them drained for little 
else except drinking. 
An alcoholic is someone with low or 
varying tolerance for drinking and a high 
desire to engage in drinking. Alcoholism 
does not depend alone on how much you 
drink : someone with high tolerance and 
high desire - the heavy drinker, does not 
necessarily becqme an alcoholic . If their 
body can handle alcohol, they won't be an 
alcoholic. But if  the drinking, regardless of 
the quantity. has an adverse effect on the 
individua l 's life, health, family, em­
ployment, social or economic life. or on the 
community, he or she is probably an 
alcoholic. 
RECOVERY 
The "objective of rehabilitation." ac­
cording to Tale, "is to teach the patient lh� 
nature of their il lness so it can be accepted 
and lived with . "  This is a learning process 
where the a lcoholic is able to gain their 
self respect. There are five stages in this 
process. The first stage is recognizing that 
" maybe I have a drinking problem" which 
is fol lowed by the recognition, "I have a 
drinking problem . "  As the person learns 
more about the truth of a lcoholism's cause 
and ceases to blame themselves. they 
move to the third stage :•maybe I am an 
alcoholic" and then the fourth. " I  am an 
alcoholic." 
The difficulty once this ·fourth stage is 
reached, Tate explains, is that the 
alcoholic believes that he/she can go back 
to just being a social drinker. It takes time 
before the fifth stage " I  REALLY am an 
alcoholic" can be reached, if ever. At this 
stage he/she learns what the disease 
really means, accepts it, learns how to 
manage stress and diet and above all  lear­
ns that it's really O.K.  not to drink. The 
disease must be handled like one might 
handle a potent allergy stripped of a ll the 
subjective fears and myths. The important 
thing is not to blame oneself. One has to 
learn, "you are responsible to help your­
selJ but not to blame yourself," Tate says. 
Recovery a lso involves a learning ex­
perience by the family. They should also 
go through an organized program of lear­
ning where they can come to understand 
the nature of the il lness ; where they can 
learn not to blame themselves for the other 
fam•ly member's a lcoholism but instead to 
acc�pt responsibility to help them. This 
process the family goes through in turn 
helps the a lcoholic to recover. 
One of the problems today is that 
everybody has a theory and a program for 
recovery !Jut they just don't work to any 
substantial degree. Until the myths are 
separated from the facts and society can 
really accept this disease for what it is, a 
disease, alcoholism will remain a serious 
societal problem . Prof. Tate and people 
like her are trying to help this process take 
place. 
Dance, to local arts, crafts and foods. 
Accomodations will be at the lngleborough 
Community Center. 
Dr. Lowe was once gymnastics and 
fitness instructor at the University of 
Birmingham in England. He has written a 
new boolt called "The Beauty of Sport," a 
327 page cross-disciplinary inquiry 
dedicated to the "unknown athlete." Dr. 
Lowe is also editor of the new "Review of 
Sport and Leisure" and of "Sport 
Sociology Bulletin." Further information 
on the seminar is available by contacting 
him in U. Co1Je1e of Human Learnint and 
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e C We would like to extend our appreciation for those of you who turned out for the � Governmental Career Information Day on February 18, 1977. If you did not have an 
z: opportunity to speak with many of the Federal and State agencies present at that !E time, much of the information provided by them is still available in the University 
Placement Office. 
According to the United States Civil Service Commission Bulletin :  Trends in 
Federal Hiring, the Internal Revenue Service emphasis announcement No. 425 is ac­
cepting applications for their San Francisco Regional Office from March 1 through 
March 3 1 .  Positions available in this office are accountants, auditors, and revenue 
agents. For those students in the environmental sciences, the Denver Regional Office 
is accepting applications for range conservation, and the Washington Area Office is 
accepting applications in forestry and soil science. The Environmental Protection 
Agency has indicated a need for 30 environmental engineers with backgrounds in 
mechanical engineering and either sanitary, civil, or electrical. The Federal Home 
Loan Bank Board anticipates hiring 50 savings and loan examiners. These positions 
require at least 12 semester hours in accounting, and the best opportunities are 
located in the states of Alabama, Georgia, North and South Carolina, Washington. 
The Illinois State Department of Personnel has been informed by Ulinois De�rtment 
of Law Enforcement that the Illinois State Police are currently in the process of.ac­
cepting applications. In addition, Illinois Department of Law Enforcement is also 
recruiting persons for the position of Crime Studies Field Analyst in their Bureau of 
Identification. For further information regarding this position contact Mr. Robert E. 
Stevens at 1035 Outer Drive, Springfield. 782-7980. 
For those students in the areas of Journa lism and Mass Media, please be advised 
that the Journalism Council, Inc. offers a no-dlarge listing of resumes and a listing of 
available jobs or scholarships. For further information regarding the Journalism 
Council, Inc. please contact us. 
A list of job openings follows: 
JOB MART 
February 21.  1977 
B-Sales-BC-8 
PHARMACEUTICAL SALES - Irom ... ...aiate opening. Sell tv doctors and hospitals. 
Position in Champaign, Illinois. $12.000 per year. Company car. All expenses and 
bonus. Must have a 4-year degree. Not necessarily in Science. 
B-&lles-BC-7 
GR illUATE IN SALES, MARKETING, BUSINESS OR RELATED FIELD - to 
learn the building trade. Sales experience helpful but not necessary. Applicant must 
have own car to travel within a 75 mile radius of Springfield. 
E-SP-BC-25 
PROGRAM DI RECTOR. To coordinate and supervise educational day school 
programs for 60 developmentally disabled persons from birth to 21 years. M .A.  in 
Special Education or related field necessary. 
E-EL-BC-33 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION DI RECTOR & TEACHER - MALE. For 1977-78 Academic 
Year. Master's Degree in Education with at least a B.A. or B.S. major in Physical 
Education. Applications accepted through February 28, 1977. Also - ENGLISH 
TEACHER - Middle School. Master's Degree in Education with a major in English­
Literature or related degree in English-Literature. AND - MATHEMATICS AND 
SCIENCE TEACHER - MIDDLE School. Applications accepted through February 
28. 1977, on all of these positions. 
E-HE-BC-90 
CONSUMER STUDI ES/FAMILY MANAGEMENT TEACHER - Master's required . 
Doctorate preferred with a minimum of one degree in Home Economics. Available 
for Fall Semester of 1977 with ten month appointment. Application deadline April 15. 
1977. 
E-HE-BC-92 
CONTINUING EDUCATION SPECIALIST IN PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT - Star­
ting date June 1 .  1977. Doctorate preferred : prefer extensive coursework in con­
tinuing education of adults or study in other related fields. Salary : $17,000-$18,000 ori a 
12-month contract. Applications to be received by March 15, 1977. 
E-HE-BC-93 
ADMISSIONS COUNSELOR AND MEDIA INSTRUCTOR. Salaries range from 
$10,900 to $15,870. Masters degree in appropriate subject matter field and a minimum· 
of three years teaching experience is preferred. 
M-ML-BC-17 
Several positions available: Sales Service Representative, Assistant Production 
Manager. Manual Systems Analyst, Senior Programmer Analyst, Tax Accountant. 
Production Editor, Editor-Language Arts. See Placement Office for details and 
qualifications. 
M-ML-BC-18 
Following positions available: Technical Support Programmer, $18,000; Editorial 
Assistant/Assistant Editor, $9,000: Staff Accountant, $12,000: Customer Service 
Clerk, $129.00; Building Services Clerk, $140.00; Assistant Editor, $9,000. See 
Placement Office for details and qualifications. 
PS-LAW-BC-3 
Patrol Officers need :  Not less than 20 years of age, and not having reached age of 35 
at time of test. Males and females eligible. Must have a high school or GED Cer­
tificate. 
M-PT-BC-49 
EXERCISE INSTRUCTOR - FEMALE. Hours can be negotiated. Salary $5.00 per 
hour. Will train. 
M-8UM-BC-5 
Following are several summer camp positions : Counselors for summer camp 
w/water safety instructors card - June 12 to August 23; Food Manager for summer 
camp - June 9 to At;gust 23; Counselors for summer camp - June 12 to August 23. 
Apply by April ! ,  1977. For details see Placement Office. 
M-8UM-BC-6 
Summer Camp Positions Open. 2 Assistant Camp Directors, Nurses, Riding Direc­
tors, Riding Counselors, Program Specialists, Waterfront Director, Waterfront 
Assistant, Small Craft Instructors, Unit Leaders, Unit Counselors. All jobs require 
that you like children and outdoor living. 
E-Sec-BC-17 
SECONDARY TEACHERS TO TEACH IN AUSTRALIA - Needed are Speech 
Pathologists, Industrial Arts Teachers, Physical Education Teachers. Business 
Teachers, Music Teachers, Home Economics Teachers. Requirements are stringent. 
See Placement Office for full details. 
T & M I A & A & Y 
The Student Conservation Program is accepting applications from college and high 
school students who are interested in doing conservation work this summer. The pro­
gram has positions available in 40 parks and forests across the nation. 
The goal of the program is to provide students with on-the-site training and educa 
lion in natural resource management, and to provide agencies which manage public 
lands, with volunteer labor which will enable them to undertake activities they would 
otherwise not be able to. 
College students are eligible to be park and forest assistants, giving them the op­
portunity to spend eight to 12 weeks learning and performing the duties and respon­
sibilities of park or forest service personnel. Park or forest assistants receive g-rants 
to cover travel and living expenses. 
High school students at least 16 years of age, are eligible to participate in work 
groups of 10 to 15 students, under the supervision of trained personnel. The groups 
usually spend two to three weeks camping in backcountry locations while performing 
maintenance work for the park or forest. The groups then take a week-long hiking trip 
through the area. Some financial assistance is available to cover travel and equip­
ment costs for participants who need it.  
Interested persons may write to the Student Conservation Association, PO Box 550, 
Charlestown, N.H. ,  03603, for further information and an application form. A detailed 
list with descriptions of the activities in each park and forest is available. Applications 
are due by March 1 ,  1977. 
Classilieds 
Room for rent in Matteson. Girl prefer­
red 748-8339. 
For Sale 1971 MGB Conv. contact Rufus 
at 995-8002 
Room for rent, young professional or 
student. Male/Female, close to GSU, 
$100.00 per month, 534-5735 
Books for sale : Fundamental Accoun­
ting Principles 7th ed., without workbook 
of study guides and solutions, Pyle and 
White .  Industrial Engineering and 
Management. contact Herzog, 481-8113 
For Sale : - Solid cherry television 
cabinet Ideal for convertingto home bar. 
speakers still intact. $30.00 
Model 103 Polaroid Camera < Like new > 
complete -with leather carrying case, flash 
attachment, outdoor filter, and timer 
$20.00 
Manning-Bewman broiler-oven $10.00 
Call GSU ext. 2163 and ask for Jean or 
747-()9()4 after 6 :00 p.m. 
Excellent opportunity to work in one of 
several Health care facilities nationwide, 
responsible positions early in career 
leading to administration or clinical nurs­
ing. Opportunities to pursue grd. studies. 
Good starting salary with raises to $18,oo0 
within three years, 30 days paid vacation 
yearly- complete medical and dental 
care at no cost to you. Many other benefits, 
including travel and a chance to do the 
type of nursing you have been tr!lined to 
do. For interview call : Lt. Renata or M .  
Fischer <312 ) 657-2234 collect. T he  Navy­
It's not just a job, it's an Adventure. 
5 Mercury Gran Marquis for sale. Power 
windows, seats, steering, antenna, brakes, 
AM/FM stereo, climate control, tilt wheel, 
and more. $5,000 or best offer. Must sell .  
Call 563-9436 or !»4-5000 x 2260. 
Free Classified Advertisement 
FOR SALE 
Park Forest 2 bedroom duplex con­
dom i nium ; central air,  ca rpeted 
throughout, finished family room side 
drive, full basement, rustic landscaping. 
$24,000, Phone 747-5528. 
2 bedroom apartment, 6-month sublet in 
Richton Square Apts. Quiet, indoor pool,  
large closets, appliances. Close to GSU. 
Security deposit. $260 Monthly. Phone 
534-5000, ext. 221 1 .  
l will do typing i n  my J:tome. Can do pick-up 
& delivery to GSU only. Contact Ms. Her­
dig, 755-9028. 
Former secretary and statistical typist 
will do private typing and minor editing. 
For information call Donna, 754-5309, after 
1 : 30 p.m. 
60 VW sq. bk. for sale. Needs exhaust & 
bumpers. Body & interior in good condi­
tion. $100. Call 563-9436 or 534-5000 x 2260. 
For Sale. 15 ft. aluminum canoe $200. 
Phone 534-5000 ext. 2191 
Need a typist. Please call GSU ext 2293 or 
748-()820 . If not there leave your phont 
number. 
Send only one dollar (to cover 
postage) for your copy of our 
latest mail-order catalog of over 
7,000 research papers. 
• Ou.Uty Uneurpt�Ued 
• Feel, Dependable Same. 
• Speecltel, Reporfa. efe. 
All Malonlllo Sold 
For -rch Aas>otone» Only 
AUTHOM' RHEARCH •RVICU INC  
407 South Dearborn Street. Suite 600 
Chicago, Illinois 110805 
S12-I22-DOO 
Hemisphere Travel . •. 
938 PIPER LANE 
W I L LOW PARK PLAZA 
W H E E L I NG, I LL I NOIS 60090 
( 3 1 2� S 4 1 -7 5 7 5  
LAS PALMAS 





S PR I N G  VACATION 
APRI L 22-30, .1 977 
8 DAY_S - 7  N I G HTS 
sasgoo 
Contact: Frankie Barnes 
534-5000 & 21 42 
• Round Trip jet flights direct from Chicago 
• In-Flight meal and beverage service while aloft 
• Seven nights at a First-Class Hotel 
• Welcome Sangria Party 
• Continental Breakfast Daily 
• Sightseeing tour of the city of Las Pal mas 
FOR RESERVATIONS, CONTACT: 
8 DAYS· 7 NIG HTS 
All-INCLUSIVE! -SPAIN 
LOOKING FOR SUN ON A SHOESTRING YOU'RE 
IN LUCK! THIS IS A TRIP TO SAN DY BEACHES, 
BU LLFIG HTS, PAELLA AND PERFECT WEATH ER. 
LAS PALMAS IS THE PLACE · A 
VACATION PARADISE. COME, AND DISCOVER 
TH E EXCITEM ENT OF SPAIN AN D THE TRANQUI LITY 
FOU N D  I N  ONE OF EUROPE'S TOP RESORTS. 
AT THIS PRICE, WHO CAN AFFORD TO STAY HOME? 
A SHOPPER'S PARADISE, LAS PALMAS' 
PRICES ARE SO LOW THAT EVEN DUTY 
FREE INTERNATIONAL AIRPORTS CAN'T 
COMPETE. 
YOUR  LAS PALMAS TOUR  INCLUDES : 
• All Transfers and Baggage handling between Airport and Hotel 
• Taxes and gratuities to Bellmen, Maids and waiters for included service 
• U.S.  and Spanish Departure Taxes 
• Services of an Experienced Tour Escort Throughout the Tour 
• A Special hospitality desk at your hotel 
• Optional Excursions and Dinner Plan Available 
HEMISPHERE TRAVEL 541 -7575 OR CHICAGO NO. 631 ·1 344 
This is a NLC-OTC Tour, using Capitol Airways , a U . S .  Certified Supplemental Air Carrier 
$100.00 DEPOSIT REQUIRED I M MEDIATELY - FU LL PAYMENT REQUIRED 45 DAYS PRIOR TO DEPARTURE 
liME TELEPHOIE 
UDIEU __________________________________ __ 
SIBIITURE DATE 
Full refund if cancelled 45 days prior to departure. De posH non-refundable If cancelled after 45 days prior ta departure. 
Pap 12 
